What data curators should know about
computationally intensive research in the
humanities and social sciences
Background: For two years, the Council on Library and Information
Resources (CLIR) partnered with the National Endowment for
Humanities Office of Digital Humanities (NEH-ODH) in an intensive
assessment of the inaugural year of the Digging Into Data
Challenge. The Challenge involved four funding agencies in three
countries and supported eight international collaborative research
projects in the social sciences and humanities, all of which bring
innovative applications of computer technology to bear on the
collection, mining, and interpretation of large data corpora. CLIR
explored the eight teams’ varied approaches to handling, refining,
and interpreting this data.
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Lesson 2: Computationally intensive research
projects rely upon diverse kinds of expertise:
•domain (or subject),
•analytical,
•data management, and
•project management.
Information professionals offer skills and
knowledge in each of these areas, enabling
them to participate actively as research
partners.

Lesson 1: Computationally intensive research requires
open sharing of resources among participants. Essential
resources include hardware, software, data, and
communication tools. Information professionals can
facilitate sharing by helping researchers forge
partnership agreements based upon trust and
transparency.

Lesson 3: When it comes to analytical tools, one size does not fit
all. As their questions evolve throughout their projects, humanists
and social scientists want the flexibility to alternate between
looking closely at select data and performing “distant” readings of
entire corpora. Information professionals can educate researchers
to help them refine their questions, select appropriate tools, and
use their tools effectively.
Challenge inaugural sponsors:

Lesson 4: Big data isn’t just for scientists anymore. Not only do
humanists and social scientists work with big data, their research
produces large data corpora. Some scholars see the new data they create
as their work’s most significant outcomes. Researchers risk losing this
valuable data unless they take steps to protect and sustain them. As
practices for publishing research data evolve, information professionals
can curate this data, working with scholars to appraise, standardize,
validate, make available and preserve research data for the long term.
Study sponsor:

Model credits from Google 3D Warehouse:
Table and chairs adapted from model by Peter Labsky; figures by
Google; shovel by ad_n; trowel by Versage; bulldozer by Fat Pencil
Studio; dump truck by defrost.

